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We study observable signals from dark matter that self-annihilates via the Sommerfeld effect in dwarf spheroidal galaxies (dSphs). Since the effect of the Sommerfeld enhancement depends on the velocity of dark matter, it is crucial to determine the profile of dSphs to compute the J-factor, i.e., the line-of-sight integral of density squared. In our study we use the prior distributions of the parameters for satellite density profiles in order to determine the J-factor, making the most out of the recent developments in the N-body simulations and semianalytical modeling for the structure formation. As concrete models, we analyze fermionic dark matter that annihilates via a light scalar and wino dark matter in supersymmetric models. We find that, with the more realistic prior distributions that we adopt in this study, the J-factor of the most promising dSphs is decreased by a factor of a few, compared with earlier estimates based on noninformative priors. Nevertheless, the Cherenkov Telescope Array should be able to detect the thermal wino dark matter by pointing it toward best classical or ultrafaint dSphs for 500 hours.
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I. INTRODUCTION

What dark matter (DM) is made of is one of the greatest mysteries in contemporary particle physics, astrophysics, and cosmology. Although its nature, such as mass and interaction with other particles, is unknown, weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) are one of the most popular DM candidates. In the WIMP hypothesis, the current abundance of DM measured by the Planck Collaboration [1] is explained by the thermal freeze-out scenario in the early Universe. This means that the WIMP DM possibly annihilates into the standard-model (SM) particles, which may be detected as high-energy messengers such as gamma rays on the Earth.

While lots of particle physics models for WIMP candidates are proposed to account for DM, wino, or Higgsino is one of the well-motivated candidates among them. They are superpartners of the $W$ and Higgs bosons in supersymmetric models. Motivated by the results of the Large Hadron Collider, supersymmetric models where supersymmetry breaks at very-high-energy scales have been revisited as an attractive framework up to the grand unification scale. Split supersymmetry [2–5], high-scale supersymmetry [6], spread supersymmetry [7], and pure gravity mediation [8,9] are the examples. In the high-scale supersymmetry, pure wino or pure Higgsino is the DM candidate. Due to their pure nature, they interact with the SM particles via the gauge interactions. As a consequence, their scattering or annihilation cross sections are in principle determined with small theoretical uncertainties for a given mass. The scattering cross section of the wino or Higgsino with nucleons can be determined at the next-to-leading order level of quantum chromodynamics in a consistent manner [10].\textsuperscript{1} On the other hand, the annihilation process is associated with the so-called Sommerfeld enhancement that leads to nontrivial behavior of the annihilation cross section as a function of mass [20–22]. As a consequence, 2.7–3.0 TeV mass is predicted to yield the right relic abundance of the wino as DM [22] (See Ref. [23] for recent developments.) The Sommerfeld effect is an issue not just for the wino or Higgsino, but it can happen for DM candidates that, for example, interact with a light mediator via a Yukawa interaction (see Ref. [24] for a review). For such DM candidates, accurate predictions of Sommerfeld-enhanced signals is important in order to detect DM indirectly using high-energy gamma rays and other cosmic messengers.

Detecting gamma rays from dwarf spheroidal galaxies (dSphs) is one of the most promising avenues in the indirect DM searches. While dSphs have abundant DM component, they contain less baryonic matter compared with other galaxies. Consequently, they are an ideal object in order to detect gamma-ray signals from DM with small astrophysical backgrounds. Recently, lots of new ultrafaint dSphs have been discovered [25]. Since they are faint with much less amount of baryons, they might be more suitable for the

\textsuperscript{1}See Refs. [11–19] for earlier work.
DM searches. This fact, however, makes it difficult to determine density profiles of the ultrafaint dSphs due to the lack of stellar kinematics data.

A Bayesian approach is often adopted for estimations of density profile parameters. Representative examples are a scale radius $r_s$ and a characteristic mass density $\rho_s$ of the often adopted Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) profile [26]. The Bayesian approach has to adopt the prior distribution of these parameters, which are combined with the likelihood to obtain the posterior probability distribution function. While uninformative, uniform priors for both $\log r_s$ and $\log \rho_s$ are usually adopted in the literature (e.g., [27]), more realistic priors based on theories of the structure formation, called satellite priors, are proposed [28].

The authors showed substantial impact on DM searches using dSphs. As a result of adopting the satellite priors, the constraints on the annihilation cross section for 10–1000 GeV DM are found to be relaxed by a factor of 2–7 compared with those obtained with uninformative, log-uniform priors [29]. It is therefore crucial to adopt more realistic priors that take into account the observed satellite dynamics in order to constrain the DM cross section.

In this work, we extend the approach of Ref. [28] and adopt the satellite priors to predict the rates of WIMP DM annihilation that is enhanced by the Sommerfeld effect. To see the impact of the satellite priors on the observable signatures, we study two Majorana DM models: (1) a model with a light scalar mediator and (2) the wino DM in supersymmetric scenarios with masses around 3 TeV. In the former model, Refs. [30–33] have already done intensive analysis, but using uninformative flat priors. Since the annihilation cross section, $\sigma v$, in this case has velocity dependence, one has to take the internal velocity structure of the dSphs into account. The models developed in Ref. [28] specify the internal density structure of each given dSph, from which we can compute the velocity distribution function (or the phase-space density of DM in the dSph). We find, for the first time, that in comparison with the case of uninformative priors, adopting the informative satellite priors decreases the expected annihilation rate by a factor of 2.7 and 1.4 using models with $V_{50} = 10.5$ km s$^{-1}$ and 18 km s$^{-1}$, respectively, where $V_{50}$ is a parameter corresponding to the threshold of the maximum circular velocity of the subhalo above which satellite galaxies are assumed to form (see Sec. II for more details), for one of the most promising ultrafaint dSphs, Reticulum II. In addition, we find that those factors are almost independent of a parameter $\epsilon_\phi$ defined later in Eq. (10), i.e., ratio of DM mass and a mediator mass times the coupling that mediates the DM annihilation, except for a region where the annihilation is enhanced significantly.

For the latter wino model, the Galactic center would be the most promising object to detect gamma rays from the DM annihilation [34,35]. On the other hand, dSphs are also considered to be one of the most important targets for the DM search with the Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) observatory [38,39]. Yet, as far as we are aware, no dedicated study on the CTA sensitivity estimates for the wino DM searches has been performed. We, therefore, show sensitivity projection for the CTA North for several classical and ultrafaint dSphs. Even though the velocity dependence can be safely ignored for the wino masses much heavier than the gauge boson mass, the resultant J factor changes, for example, by a factor of 1.8 between adopting priors with $V_{50} = 18$ km s$^{-1}$ and 10.5 km s$^{-1}$ for Reticulum II. Eventually it is found that both classical and ultrafaint dSphs are promising targets to detect the DM with 2.7–3 TeV masses, providing a complementary method to the observation of the Galactic center.

Lastly, we note that we made the codes to generate the satellite prior distributions of $r_s, \rho_s$, etc., for any of both the classical and ultrafaint dSphs that are discussed in this paper publicly available at https://github.com/shinichiroando/dwarf_params.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we summarize the satellite priors and how to determine probability distribution of the profile parameters. Section III introduces formulas to compute J-factor and shows the numerical results of the light mediator model and the wino DM. Current constraints and future sensitivity by the CTA collaboration are discussed in Sec. IV, and we conclude the paper in Sec. V.

II. ANALYSIS WITH SATELLITE PRIORS

In our study, we perform the analysis by using satellite priors, which we briefly summarize in this section. See Refs. [28,40] for more details.

We use prior probability distribution function (PDF) for the subhalo parameters and the observed parameters of dSphs to give the posterior PDF for the satellite parameters. Here is a list of quantities involved in the PDF:

(i) subhalo parameters: $\theta = (\rho_s, r_s, r_t)$;
(ii) observed dSphs data: $d = (\theta_{los}, \sigma_{los}, D)$.

Here, $r_t$ is the truncation radius, and $\theta_{los}, \sigma_{los}$, and $D$ are the projected angular half-light radius, line-of-sight velocity dispersion and the distance, respectively. In our study, we adopt the NFW profile for the DM density,

$$\rho(r) = \frac{\rho_s}{(r/r_s)(1 + r/r_s)^2}. \quad (1)$$

See also [36] for constraints on the lightest superparticle in the pMSSM analysis using signals from the Galactic center. In addition, see Ref. [37] that compares the sensitivity of observing the Galactic center and the selected dSphs, Draco and Triangulum II.
The prior PDF for the subhalo parameters \( \theta \) is proportional to the number of subhalos per volume in the parameter space \( d\theta \), i.e.,

\[
P_{\text{sh}}(\theta) \propto \frac{d^3 N_{\text{sh}}}{d\rho_s dr_s dz_t}. \tag{2}
\]

We note that not all of subhalos host satellite galaxies. To take the satellite formation into account, we adopt a prescription provided in Ref. [41]. We parametrize the probability that a satellite galaxy is formed in a host subhalo as

\[
P_{\text{form}}(V_{\text{peak}}) = \frac{1}{2} \left[ 1 + \text{erf} \left( \frac{V_{\text{peak}} - V_s}{\sqrt{2}} \right) \right], \tag{3}
\]

where \( V_{\text{peak}} \) is the peak value of the maximum circular velocity of the subhalo. In our model, it is given as the maximum circular velocity at the subhalo accretion onto its host, \( V_{\text{peak}} = V_{\text{max},a} = r_s a (4\pi G \rho_s a / 4.625)^{1/2} \), where \( G \) is the Newtonian constant of gravity and the subscript \( a \) represents quantities at the time of accretion. \( V_s \) is another input parameter. If \( V_{\text{peak}} \) exceeds \( V_s \), then a satellite galaxy is formed in a host subhalo. \( V_s = 18 \text{ km s}^{-1} \) is a value according to the conventional theory of galaxy formation. On the other hand, Ref. [41] suggests \( V_s = 10.5 \text{ km s}^{-1} \) since \( V_s = 18 \text{ km s}^{-1} \) underpredicts the number of dSphs and their radial distributions compared with observations. In our analysis, we adopt \( V_s = 10.5 \text{ km s}^{-1} \) and \( 18 \text{ km s}^{-1} \) for ultrafaint dSphs and 25 \text{ km s}^{-1} for classical dSphs, and \( \sigma = 2.5 \text{ km s}^{-1} \) based on Ref. [41]. Therefore, we construct the satellite prior PDF, \( P_{\text{sat}}(\theta) \), as

\[
P_{\text{sat}}(\theta) = P_{\text{sh}}(\theta) P_{\text{form}}(V_{\text{peak}}). \tag{4}
\]

According to the Bayes’ theorem, the posterior PDF \( P_{\text{sat}}(\theta|d) \) for the subhalo parameters is given by

\[
P_{\text{sat}}(\theta|d) \propto P_{\text{sat}}(\theta) L(d|\theta), \tag{5}
\]

where \( L(d|\theta) \) is likelihood function of obtaining data \( d \) for a dSph given the model parameters \( \theta \). The likelihood is given by

\[
L(d|\theta) = \prod_{x={\theta_0, \sigma_{\theta}, M}} \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma_x^2}} \exp \left[ -\frac{(x - x_{\text{obs}})^2}{2\sigma_x^2} \right]. \tag{6}
\]

where \( x_{\text{obs}} \) is the central value of the observation and \( \sigma_x \) is the measurement uncertainty of \( x \). For these values, we use the results summarized in Tables I and II of Ref. [28].

\( P_{\text{sh}}(\theta) \) is obtained as follows. The input parameters are \( (\rho_s, m_a, c_{\text{vir},a}) \), where \( m_a \) is the mass of a halo that accreted onto its host halo and \( z_a \) is the redshift at the accretion. \( c_{\text{vir},a} \) is the virial concentration parameter at the accretion, for which we adopt log-normal distribution with standard deviation \( \sigma_{\log c} = 0.13 \) [42] while its mean value is obtained by Ref. [43]. From a set of the input parameters, characteristic radius \( r_s,a \) and density \( \rho_s,a \) at the accretion are obtained. In general \( (r_s(z), \rho_s(z)) \) at redshift \( z \) are related to the maximum velocity \( V_{\text{max}}(z) \) and radius \( r_{\text{max}}(z) \). For a profile that is proportional to \( r^{-1} \) in the inner region, it is studied that \( V_{\text{max}}(z) \) and \( r_{\text{max}}(z) \) are determined by the subhalo mass \( m(z) \) for given initial values of \( V_{\text{max}}(z_a) \), \( r_{\text{max}}(z_a) \), and \( m_a \) [44]. Therefore, once we know the evolution of \( m(z) \) after accretion, we obtain \( r_s(z) \) and \( \rho_s(z) \) for a given redshift. After accretion, the halo loses its mass by tidal stripping that can be described by the following differential equation,

\[
\frac{dm(z)}{dt} = -A \frac{m(z)}{r_{\text{dyn}}(z)} \left( \frac{m(z)}{M(z)} \right)^{\zeta}, \tag{7}
\]

where \( r_{\text{dyn}}(z) \) is the dynamical timescale [45], and \( M(z) \) [46] is the host halo mass at the redshift \( z \). For parameters \( A \) and \( \zeta \), we use the results given in Ref. [40] that agree with the results of the N-body simulation. Then, by solving Eq. (7), we obtain the subhalo parameters \( (\rho_s, r_s, r_t) \) at \( z = 0 \).

The distribution of mass \( m_a \) and redshift \( z_a \) of a subhalo at the accretion, \( dN_{\text{sh}}/(dz_a dm_a) \), is obtained by the extended Press-Schechter formalism [47] that is calibrated with the numerical simulations [48]. With the initial distribution, we simulate the tidal effect for each subhalo to obtain the present distribution \( d^3 N_{\text{sh}}/(dp_s, dr_s, dz_t) \).

Prior and posterior PDFs of \( r_s \) and \( \rho_s \) are extensively discussed and shown in Ref. [28] for each dSph and for a chosen value of \( V_s \) parameter (see Figs. 3 and 5–10 in Supplemental Material of Ref. [28]). For each parameter set \( (r_s, \rho_s, r_t) \) drawn from the posterior PDFs that can be obtained using publicly available codes at https://github.com/shinichirando/leakparams, one can calculate the J-factors including the Sommerfeld enhancement, which is the focus of the following section.

### III. SOMMERFELD-ENHANCED GAMMA-RAY FLUX FROM dSphs

We formulate gamma-ray flux from dSphs in two types of Majorana fermionic DM models; the annihilation is boosted via a light scalar mediator (Sec. III A) and the electroweak gauge bosons especially focusing on the wino DM (Sec. III B). In Sec. III A we review how to compute J-factor when the annihilation cross section is velocity dependent and give numerical results of some selected dSphs suitable for the DM search that are computed by the method explained in Sec. II.

#### A. Light scalar mediator model

The Sommerfeld enhancement factor via a light scalar mediator is given by the wavefunction, which will be
defined soon in Eq. (12) (see Ref. [24] for a review). The wavefunction obeys the following Schrödinger equation where the potential is given by the Yukawa type,

\[
\frac{1}{m_{dm}} \frac{d^2\psi(r)}{dr^2} - V(r)\psi(r) = -m_{dm} v^2 \psi(r),
\]

(8)

where \(m_{dm}\) is the mass of DM and \(v\) is the velocity of each DM particle, which can be written using the relative velocity \(v_{rel}\) as \(v = v_{rel}/2\), and the potential \(V(r)\) is

\[
V(r) = -\alpha_y e^{-m_\phi r}/r.
\]

(9)

Here \(\alpha_y\) is the coupling constant of the interaction and \(m_\phi\) is the mass of the scalar mediator. It is legitimate to introduce dimensionless parameters,

\[
e_x = \frac{v}{\alpha_y}, \quad e_\phi = \frac{m_\phi}{\alpha_y m_{dm}}, \quad x = \alpha_y m_{dm} r.
\]

(10)

to get

\[
\psi''(x) + \frac{e^{-e_\phi x}}{x} \psi(x) = -e_x^2 \psi(x),
\]

(11)

where \(\prime\) means derivative with respect to \(x\). Here we have used the same symbol for wave function for simplicity.

The Sommerfeld-enhancement factor is then given by solving the Schrödinger equation under the boundary condition \(\psi(0) = 1\) and \(\psi'(\infty) = i e_x \psi(\infty),^3\)

\[
S_\phi(v_{rel}; \alpha_y, e_\phi) = \lvert\psi(\infty)\rvert^2.
\]

(12)

Meanwhile we can solve the equation numerically to obtain \(S_\phi(v_{rel})\), there is an approximated formula,

\[
S_\phi^{\text{approx}}(v_{rel}; \alpha_y, e_\phi) = \left(\frac{\pi/e_x}{\cosh s - \cos t}\right),
\]

(13)

where

\[
s = \frac{12 e_x}{\pi e_\phi}, \quad t = 2\pi \sqrt{\frac{6}{\pi^2 e_\phi} - \left(\frac{6 e_x}{\pi^2 e_\phi}\right)^2}.
\]

(14)

For example, see Ref. [31] for a comparison between the numerical results with this approximation. As presented there, the approximated formula agrees with the numerical results at the 10% level, which is of sufficient accuracy for the purpose of our present analysis. In the following numerical analysis of the light mediator model, we will use \(S_\phi^{\text{approx}}(v_{rel}; \alpha_y, e_\phi)\), and parametrize the total annihilation cross section as

\[
\sigma v = (\sigma v)_0 S_\phi^{\text{approx}}(v_{rel}; \alpha_y, e_\phi).
\]

(15)

Then the gamma-ray flux is given by

\[
\frac{d\Phi_f}{dE} = J(\theta) \frac{(\sigma v)_0}{8\pi m_{dm}^2} \frac{dN_f}{dE},
\]

(16)

where \(J(\theta)\) is the J-factor which will be given below and \(dN_f/dE\) is the gamma-ray spectrum per annihilation.

When the annihilation cross section is velocity-dependent, we need to take into account that effect to give the J-factor. Here we briefly review the formulation to compute the J-factor for velocity-dependent annihilation cross section. The velocity distribution \(f(v, r)\) of the DM particle at the radius \(r\) is given by Eddingtons formula [49],

\[
f(v, r) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{8\pi^2 \rho(r)}} \int_{\infty}^\infty dr' \frac{P(r')}{\sqrt{\mathcal{E}(r, v) - \Psi(r')}},
\]

(17)

where

\[
\mathcal{E}(r, v) = -\frac{v^2}{2} + \Psi(r).
\]

(18)

\[
P(r) = \frac{d\rho(r)}{dr} \frac{d^2\Psi(r)}{dr^2} \left(\frac{d\Psi(r)}{dr}\right)^{-2} - \frac{d^2\rho(r)}{dr^2} \left(\frac{d\Psi(r)}{dr}\right)^{-1}.
\]

(19)

\(\Psi(r)\) is the gravitational potential and \(R(\chi)\) is the inverse function of \(\Psi(r)\). For the NFW profile \(\Psi(r)\) is given analytically as

\[
\Psi(r) = 4\pi G \rho_s r^2 \ln(1 + r/r_s),
\]

(20)

where \(\rho_s\) and \(r_s\) are the parameter of the NFW profile. By definition, \(f(v, r)\) satisfies,

\[
\int_0^\infty dv 4\pi v^2 f(v, r) = 1.
\]

(21)

Using \(f(v, r)\), the velocity distribution of the two-body DM state is derived in terms of the relative velocity \(v_{rel}\) as

\[
F(v_{rel}, r) = \int_0^1 dz 4\pi \int_0^\infty dv c m v_{cm}^2 f(v_+, r)f(v_-, r),
\]

(22)

where

\[
v_{\pm} = \sqrt{v_{cm}^2 + v_{rel}^2} \pm v_{cm} v_{rel} \xi.
\]

(23)

Finally the J-factor is obtained by the line of sight (l.o.s.) integral,
\[ J(\theta) = \int_{\text{i.o.s.}(\theta)} d\epsilon \int_0^\infty dv_{\text{rel}} 4\pi v_{\text{rel}}^2 F(v_{\text{rel}}, r) \rho^2(r) S(v_{\text{rel}}; X), \]

(24)

where \( S(v_{\text{rel}}; X) \) is the factor that describes the velocity dependence of the annihilation cross section and \( X \) stands for the other parameters in a certain DM model. In the present case, \( S(v_{\text{rel}}; X) = S_{\text{approx}}(v_{\text{rel}}; \alpha_y, \epsilon_{\phi}) \). On the other hand, it is a good approximation to give the line of sight integral in cylindrical coordinate with radius \( R \) and height \( z \), which relate to \( r \) as \( r^2 = R^2 + z^2 \),

\[ \int_{\text{i.o.s.}(\theta)} d\epsilon = \frac{1}{D^2} \int_0^{\theta_\text{max}} dR \int_0^R dz 4\pi R, \]

(25)

Here \( D \) and \( \theta \) are the distance to the dSph and the maximum polar angle from the center of the dSph that will be given in the later discussion.

Fig. 1 shows \( J \)-factors of a few selected ultrafaint dSphs that are found to have relatively large \( J \)-factor. Here \( \theta = 0.5^\circ \) and \( V_{50} = 10.5 \) km s\(^{-1}\) (top) and \( 18 \) km s\(^{-1}\) (middle) are adopted. As a comparison, the results by log-uniform priors for both \( \rho_s \) and \( r_s \) with abrupt cut according to cosmological argument (GS15 cut) \[27\] is shown for comparison (right). Shaded band shows 95% credible intervals, which are determined by the posterior distributions of the \( J \) factor for a given value of \( \epsilon_{\phi} \) and \( \alpha_y \). \( \epsilon_{\phi} \rightarrow \infty \) limit corresponds to the results without the Sommerfeld enhancement that are consistent with those in Ref. [28]. It is seen that the median and credible region change in different
values of $V_{50}$ for a given $\epsilon_{\phi}$. It is found that they trace the value at $\epsilon_{\phi} \to \infty$ limit; if the J-factor of a dSph for a given $V_{50}$ in this limit is larger compared to another, then the J-factor with finite $\epsilon_{\phi}$ is also larger. I.e., the differences of J-factor are nearly independent of $\epsilon_{\phi}$.

To see this explicitly, we compare J-factors computed in the prior models in Fig. 3, where J-factors using $V_{50} = 10.5 \text{ km s}^{-1}$ divided by J-factor using log-uniform prior are shown. It is seen that relative value of J-factors with different priors are less sensitive to $\epsilon_{\phi}$, except for especially enhanced regions. If DM annihilation happens in the region, more precise computation might be required to determine the J-factor. Additionally, it is seen that the J factor with $V_{50} = 18 \text{ km s}^{-1}$ is larger than that with $V_{50} = 10.5 \text{ km s}^{-1}$. However, the ratio between them is differs for different dSphs. Finally, it is noted that J factor with the log-uniform prior tends to give the largest value. Since studies in the existing literature had to rely on this uninformative prior, this result shows how incorporating a more realistic, satellite prior is important to in order to determine the J factor, or the gamma-ray flux from dSphs.

For completeness, we show J-factors of some selected classical dSphs in Fig. 2, where we adopt $V_{50} = 25 \text{ km s}^{-1}$. Similarly to Fig. 3, we show the ratio of J-factors with different prior models in Fig. 4. Compared to the previous ultrafaint dSphs case, the impact of adopting the satellite prior, i.e., the choice of $V_{50}$, is small for both the Draco and Ursa Minor, as their density profiles are well determined by rich kinematics data that lead to the constraining likelihood functions. We also investigated another classical dSph, Sagittarius [50], which indeed yielded the largest J-factor, particularly because of its proximity. However, it is a system that is far from thermal equilibrium because of tidal heating and disk shocking, and our assumptions made in this study may not apply. Therefore, even though we find that our satellite priors greatly help determine the J-factor of Sagittarius by reducing associated errors, we do not discuss it any further in this study. More accurate determination of J-factors using the proper priors is important for hunting DM using dSphs, which will be discussed in Sec. IV.

### B. Wino dark matter model

Wino is the superpartner of $W$ boson. It is $SU(2)_L$ triplet with hypercharge zero. Since the triplet consists of neutral and charged states, we need to solve two-component Schrödinger equation,

$$\frac{1}{m_{\text{dm}}} \frac{d^2 \psi_i(r)}{dr^2} - V_{ij}(r) \psi_j(r) = -m_{\text{dm}}v^2 \psi_i(r), \quad (26)$$

where...
Here $\alpha$ is the fine-structure constant, $\alpha_W = g_2^2/(4\pi)$ ($g_2$ is the gauge coupling constant of $SU(2)_L$, $c_W = \cos \theta_W$ ($\theta_W$ is the Weinberg angle), and $m_W$ and $m_Z$ are the masses of $W$ and $Z$ bosons, respectively. $\delta m$ is the mass difference between charged wino and neutral wino. In our study, we adopt $\delta m = 0.1645$ GeV [51]. As in the previous case, we introduce dimensionless parameters,

$$e_v = \frac{v}{\alpha_W}, \quad e_{W,Z} = \frac{m_{W,Z}}{\alpha_W m_{dm}}, \quad x = \alpha_W m_{dm} r,$$

(28)

to obtain,

$$\psi'_i(x) + \bar{V}_{ij}(x)\psi_j(x) = -e_v^2 \psi_i(x),$$

(29)

where $'$ means derivative with respect to $x$ and

$$\bar{V}_{ij}(x) = \frac{V_{ij}(r)}{\alpha_W m_{dm}} = \left( \begin{array}{cc} 0 & -\sqrt{2} e^{-e_v x} x^{-1} \\ -\sqrt{2} e^{-e_v x} x^{-1} & 2 \delta m - \frac{\alpha_W^2 m_W^2}{2} e^{-e_v x} x^{-1} \end{array} \right).$$

(30)

Here $s_W = \sin \theta_W$. Technically, it is useful to rewrite the equation by introducing $\chi_i(x)$ and $\phi_i(x)$ $(i = 1, 2),$

$$\psi_i(x) = \chi_i(x)\phi_i(x),$$

(31)

where

$$\phi_1(x) = e^{ie_v x},$$

$$\phi_2(x) = e^{-\sqrt{2}\delta m/(\alpha_W^2 m_{dm})} e^{e_v x}.\quad\quad\quad\quad (32)$$

Then the differential equations that $\chi_i(x)$ should obey are

$$\chi'_1(x) + 2ie_v \chi'_1(x) + \sqrt{2} \frac{e^{-e_v x}}{x} \phi_2(x) \phi_1(x) \chi_1(x) = 0,$$

(34)

$$\chi'_2(x) - \sqrt{2} \frac{e^{-e_v x}}{x} \phi_1(x) \chi_1(x) = 0.$$
annihilation cross section is significantly affected by it, which was shown by Refs. [20–22,52–55]. The photon spectrum by the wino annihilation is given by

\[ \sigma v \frac{dN_\gamma}{dE} = \sum_i (\sigma v)_i \left[ \frac{dN_\gamma}{dE} \right]_i, \quad (41) \]

Here \( i \) shows annihilation mode, \( i = \gamma\gamma, \gamma Z, W^+ W^-, \) and \( ZZ \). For the later analysis, we reparametrize Eq. (41) as

\[ \sigma v \frac{dN_\gamma}{dE} = \sum_\alpha (\sigma v)_\alpha \left[ \frac{dN_\gamma}{dE} \right]_\alpha, \quad (42) \]

where \( \alpha = \{ \text{line, cascade} \} \).

\[ \langle \sigma v \rangle \left[ \frac{dN_\gamma}{dE} \right]_{\text{line}} = 2 \left( \sigma v_{\gamma\gamma} + \frac{1}{2} \sigma v_{\gamma Z} \right) \left[ \delta(E - m_{\text{dm}}) + \frac{dN_\gamma}{dE} \right]_{\text{endpoint}}, \quad (43) \]

\[ \text{FIG. 5.} \] Expected upper limit contour of the annihilation cross section, \( \sigma v [\text{cm}^3 \text{s}^{-1}] = 10^{-24} \) (solid red), \( 10^{-25} \) (dashed green), \( 10^{-26} \) (dotted blue) by CTA North with 500 hour experiment. We use median J-factor and the annihilation mode is assume to be \( bb \). Limits are given by observing Reticulum II, Segue 1, and Ursa Major II (left to right) and satellite prior with \( V_{50} = 10.5 \text{ km s}^{-1} \) (top) and \( 18 \text{ km s}^{-1} \) (middle) are adopted. As a comparison, result using log-uniform prior with GS15 cut is given (bottom).

\(^5\text{We have checked the spectrum is consistent with Figs. 2 and 5 in Ref. [35]. Although it is not consistent with Fig. 4 in the literature, we have checked it is just a numerical bug and their conclusion is not affected. We thank N. L. Rodd and T. Cohen for confirming this point.}\)
(σv)_{\text{cascade}} \frac{dN_f}{dE}_{\text{cascade}} = σv/Z \frac{dN_f}{dE}_{\text{Z}} + \sum_{i=W,W,Z,Z} (σv)_{i} \frac{dN_f}{dE}_{i}, \quad (44)

Here \( dN_f/dE \)_{\text{endpoint}} is the endpoint contributions computed in Refs. [52,53]. As presented in the references, they are cascading photons from monochromatic photons. Although the gamma-ray spectrum is determined for fixed \( m_{\text{dm}} \), we take \( σv_{\text{line}} \)

\[ σv_{\text{line}} = σv/Z + \frac{1}{2} σv/Z, \quad (45) \]

as a free parameter in the later analysis and give the projected sensitivity limit on that to see the impact of the line and endpoint gamma-ray spectrum in the DM search.

IV. CTA SENSITIVITY TO DARK MATTER BY OBSERVING dSphs

Given the flux \( dΦ_f/dE \) from the DM annihilation, Eq. (16), the gamma-ray events in a given energy range between \( E_1 \) and \( E_2 \) are calculated as

\[ N_f(E_1, E_2) = T \int_{E_1}^{E_2} dE_R A_{\text{eff}}(E_R) \int dE P(E|R |E) \frac{dΦ_f}{dE}, \quad (46) \]

where \( T \) is the exposure time, \( E_R \) is the reconstructed energy, \( E \) is the true gamma-ray energy, and \( P(E|R |E) \) is the energy dispersion function that takes the finite energy resolution of the detector into account. For the detector specification of the CTA North such as the effective area \( A_{\text{eff}}(E_R) \), we adopt information extracted from www.cta-observatory.org, and for the exposure time, we assume 500 hours [38,39]. For the energy resolution we adopt a flat value of 10%, i.e., \( ΔE/E = 0.1 \). The photon counts in this given energy bin and spatial pixel are then added on top of other background events caused by both the cosmic ray electrons and protons, for which we adopt a model given by Ref. [56]. Then we perform a Poisson likelihood analysis by combining the information on all the pixels in both the spatial and energy bins under the null hypothesis that there is no DM component in the mock data, and obtain the expected upper limits on the annihilation cross section at 95% confidence level (CL).

We are now ready to show the expected sensitivity of CTA North to the DM annihilation that is enhanced by the Sommerfeld effect. In Fig. 5, the expected upper limits using ultrafaint dSphs on the annihilation cross section in the light mediator model is shown. We assume that DM annihilates into \( b\bar{b} \). In the plot, we use median J-factor computed in Sec. III A. As in Fig. 1, Reticulum II, Segue 1, and Ursa Major II are used in the analysis where the satellite prior with \( V_{S0} = 10.5 \text{ km s}^{-1} \) and 18 km s\(^{-1}\) compared to log-uniform + GS15 cut prior. The most stringent bound is obtained from Segue 1. The result with \( V_{S0} = 10.5 \text{ km s}^{-1} \) shows that DM annihilation with \( σv = 10^{-26} \text{ cm}^3\text{s}^{-1} \) can be detected in the mass range \( m_{\text{dm}} < \mathcal{O}(10 \text{ TeV}) [\mathcal{O}(1 \text{ TeV})] \) for \( εϕ < \mathcal{O}(10^{-2}) [\mathcal{O}(1)] \). The result with \( V_{S0} = 18 \text{ km s}^{-1} \), on the other hand, gives a bit more optimistic expectation; DM annihilation with \( σv = 10^{-26} \text{ cm}^3\text{s}^{-1} \) can be detected in the mass range \( m_{\text{dm}} < \mathcal{O}(10 \text{ TeV}) [\mathcal{O}(1 \text{ TeV})] \) for \( εϕ < \mathcal{O}(10^{-2}) [\mathcal{O}(1)] \). Figure 6 shows the upper limits from classical dSphs: Draco and Ursa Minor. It is found that the constraints are comparable or weaker than Segue 1. For full information about the upper limits of the annihilation cross section, we provide the colored map in Figs. 7 and 8.

A comment on J-factor estimates of Segue 1 is in order. In order to estimate its density profile parameters, we adopt a velocity dispersion of the member stars based on Ref. [57]. However, there is a large uncertainty on what stars are regarded as a member of the system, and depending on their inclusion or exclusion, the estimates of the J factor of Segue 1 can be smaller by orders of
We caution that our estimates are on an optimistic side, in a similar spirit of earlier paper by the Magic collaboration [60]. Unlike earlier work including Ref. [60], however, our new modeling adopting satellite priors systematically shifts the best estimates of the J factors toward lower values, whereas our results in the case of uninformative priors are consistent with the results of the earlier studies.

We now move on to the sensitivity to the wino DM. Figure 9 shows the expected 95% C.L. upper limits on the $\sigma v_{\text{line}}$ [defined in Eq. (45)] by observing ultrafaint dSphs, Reticulum II, Segue 1, and Ursa Major II. It has been found that all selected ultrafaint dSphs have the sensitivity to detect 2.7–3 TeV wino DM. It is worth noticing that this conclusion is independent of the prior model. Namely in either model with $V_{50} = 10.5$ km s$^{-1}$ or 18 km s$^{-1}$, the result shows that the CTA observing those ultrafaint dSphs can detect the wino DM with a mass of 2.7–3 TeV. The same conclusion is derived by observing classical dSphs, Draco, and Ursa Minor. They can be promising for detection of the wino DM (see Fig. 10). Therefore, it is concluded that the observation of dSphs by CTA will provide another robust avenue to look for the wino DM in addition the Galactic center region [35].

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have studied the detection of DM whose annihilation process is enhanced by the Sommerfeld effect. To this end, we focus on observations of dSphs. In order to derive the current limits and the future sensitivities on the annihilation cross section of DM, it is crucial to determine the J-factor of the each dSph. Recently the J-factors of the dSphs were calculated by using proper theoretical priors and it was found that the J-factors were reduced by at least a factor of a few for ultrafaint dSphs [28]. By applying these
satellite priors, we have calculated the J-factors of the dSphs for DM annihilating into the standard model particles enhanced by the Sommerfeld effect. We emphasize that most of the previous work on the dSph density profile estimates adopted uninformative log-flat priors for the density profile parameters such as \( r_s \) and \( \rho_s \). In this paper, therefore, we focused on evaluating the impact of adopting the new satellite priors in comparison with traditional uninformative priors. To be concrete, we have studied two models: (1) DM annihilation boosted by a light scalar mediator via the Yukawa interaction; and (2) wino DM in supersymmetric models.

In the former case, the enhancement factor depends on the velocity of DM that is determined by the profile. Since the priors give probability distribution of the profile parameters, the prior dependence of the J-factor is non-trivial. By computing the J-factor with the priors, we have found that although J-factor rapidly oscillates as function of \( \epsilon_\phi \), ratio of light mediator mass to DM mass times the Yukawa coupling squared, the relative difference of J-factors with different priors is less sensitive to \( \epsilon_\phi \). In addition, assuming that DM self-annihilates into \( b\bar{b} \) final state, we have calculated expected sensitivity limits on the

![FIG. 8. The same as Fig. 7 but for Draco and Ursa Minor and the parameters are the same as Fig. 6.](image)

![FIG. 9. Expected 95% upper limits on \( \sigma_{\text{line}} \) by CTA North with 500 hours of exposure for the wino DM, for the ultrafaint dSphs: Reticulum II (left), Segue 1 (middle), and Ursa Major II (right). Top and bottom panels show the results corresponding to different satellite priors with \( V_{50} = 10.5 \) and 18 km s\(^{-1} \), respectively. The solid curve shows the expected median sensitivity at 95% CL, while thick and thin bands are 68% and 95% containment regions, respectively. Dotted curves are existing upper limits by the current generation of telescopes: HESS [61] (orange), MAGIC [60] (red), VERITAS [62] (green), and HAWC [63] (purple). The dashed curve shows the expected wino annihilation cross section with the Sommerfeld enhancement, whereas purple vertical region highlights the most likely region of the wino mass, 2.7–3 TeV.)](image)
annihilation cross section by the CTA on $\epsilon_\phi$ and DM mass plane by using different priors for ultrafaint and classical dSphs.

In the latter case, a free parameter in the DM sector of the Lagrangian is the wino mass and the cross section is determined uniquely for a given wino mass. Besides, the wino mass is determined to be $2.7 \pm 3$ TeV if the thermal freeze-out scenario is assumed. We have computed the wino annihilation cross section at the next-to-leading log level following Ref.[53] and derived the current limits on the annihilation cross section and the future sensitivity by CTA observation. It has been found that measurements of one of the ultrafaint dSphs (Reticulum, Segue 1, and Ursa Major II) and classical dSphs (Draco and Ursa Minor) will give us sufficient sensitivity to detect the wino DM with 2.7–3 TeV mass with CTA observations for 500 hours. This conclusion is nearly independent of the priors, thus it is a robust prediction. One should, however, keep in mind relatively large uncertainties related to the density profile estimates of Segue 1 ultrafaint dSph when making a decision on which of these dSphs should be chosen as the best target. We conclude that observing dSphs is another powerful tool to detect the wino DM as well as the observation of the Galactic center region.
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